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The fifth edition of Romer's Advanced Macroeconomics continues its tradition as the standard
text and the starting point for graduate macroeconomics courses and helps lay the groundwork
for students to begin doing research in macroeconomics and monetary economics. Romer
presents the major theories concerning the central questions of macroeconomics. The
theoretical analysis is supplemented by examples of relevant empirical work, illustrating the
ways that theories can be applied and tested. In areas ranging from economic growth and
short-run fluctuations to the natural rate of unemployment and monetary policy, formal models
are used to present and analyze key ideas and issues. The book has been extensively revised
to incorporate important new topics and new research, eliminate inessential material, and
further improve the presentation.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
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carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -- For Principles of Macroeconomics courses. Questions that drive
interest, applications that illustrate concepts, and the tools to test and solidify comprehension.
Students come into their first Economics course thinking they will gain a better understanding
of the economy around them. Unfortunately, they often leave with many unanswered
questions. To ensure students actively internalize economics, O'Sullivan/Sheffrin/Perez use
chapter-opening questions to spark interest on important economic concepts, applications that
vividly illustrate those concepts, and chapter-ending tools that test and solidify understanding.
The economics profession has become a favourite punching bag in the aftermath of the global
financial crisis. Economists are widely reviled and their influence derided by the general public.
Yet their services have never been in greater demand. To unravel the paradox, we need to
understand both the strengths and weaknesses of economics. This book offers both a defence
and critique of economics. Economists' way of thinking about social phenomena has
greatadvantages. But the flexible, contextual nature of economics is also its Achilles' heel in
the hands of clumsy practitioners.
Macroeconomics in Context lays out the principles of macroeconomics in a manner that is
thorough, up to date, and relevant to students. Like its counterpart, Microeconomics in Context,
the book is attuned to economic realities--and it has a bargain price. The in Context books offer
affordability, engaging treatment of high-interest topics from sustainability to financial crisis and
rising inequality, and clear, straightforward presentation of economic theory. Policy issues are
presented in context--historical, institutional, social, political, and ethical--and always with
reference to human well-being.
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The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, written by legendary author John
Maynard Keynes is widely considered to be one of the top 100 greatest books of all time. This
masterpiece was published right after the Great Depression. It sought to bring about a
revolution, commonly referred to as the ‘Keynesian Revolution’, in the way economists
thought—especially challenging the proposition that a market economy tends naturally to
restore itself to full employment on its own. Regarded widely as the cornerstone of Keynesian
thought, this book challenged the established classical economics and introduced new
concepts. ‘The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money’ transformed economics
and changed the face of modern macroeconomics. Keynes’ argument is based on the idea
that the level of employment is not determined by the price of labour, but by the spending of
money. It gave way to an entirely new approach where employment, inflation and the market
economy are concerned.
Principles of Microeconomics 2e covers the scope and sequence of most introductory
microeconomics courses. The text includes many current examples, which are handled in a
politically equitable way. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and application of
economics concepts. The second edition has been thoroughly revised to increase clarity,
update data and current event impacts, and incorporate the feedback from many reviewers
and adopters. The text and images in this book are grayscale. The first (previous) edition of
Principles of Microeconomics via OpenStax is available via ISBN 9781680920093.
What if economics began with people? Choice is an essential feature of the human condition.
Every time we embark on a given plan of action, big or small, we make a choice. Whereas
many economists model people’s behavior using idealized assumptions, economists of the
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Austrian School don’t. The Austrian School of Economics takes people as they are and
constructs economic theories by examining the logical structure of the choices they make.
Austrian Economics: An Introduction book explains the Austrian School’s insights on a wide
range of economic topics and introduces some of its key thinkers. It also explains the
relationship between the Austrian School and mainstream economics and delves into the
criticisms that Austrian School economists have mounted against communist and socialist
economic thought.
Financial Economics, Risk and Information presents the fundamentals of finance in static and
dynamic frameworks with focus on risk and information. The objective of this book is to
introduce undergraduate and first-year graduate students to the methods and solutions of the
main problems in finance theory relating to the economics of uncertainty and information. The
main goal of the second edition is to make the materials more accessible to a wider audience
of students and finance professionals. The focus is on developing a core body of theory that
will provide the student with a solid intellectual foundation for more advanced topics and
methods. The new edition has streamlined chapters and topics, with new sections on portfolio
choice under alternative information structures. The starting point is the traditional mean-
variance approach, followed by portfolio choice from first principles. The topics are extended to
alternative market structures, alternative contractual arrangements and agency, dynamic
stochastic general equilibrium in discrete and continuous time, attitudes towards risk and
towards inter-temporal substitution in discrete and continuous time; and option pricing. In
general, the book presents a balanced introduction to the use of stochastic methods in discrete
and continuous time in the field of financial economics.
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For courses in undergraduate Macroeconomics courses. A modern approach to teaching
macroeconomics Macroeconomics uses a thoroughly modern approach by building
macroeconomic models from microeconomic principles. As such, it is consistent with the way
that macroeconomic research is conducted today. This approach allows for deeper insights
into economic growth processes and business cycles-the key topics in macroeconomics. An
emphasis on microeconomic foundations better integrates the study of macroeconomics with
approaches learned in microeconomics and field courses in economics. By following an
approach to macroeconomics that is consistent with current macroeconomic research,
students become better prepared for advanced study in economics. The 6th Edition captures
the latest developments in macroeconomic thinking, applied to recent economic events and
developments in macroeconomic policy. With the financial crisis receding, new challenges that
macroeconomists and policymakers currently need to address are covered in the text.
The history of economic thought has always attracted some of the brightest minds in the
discipline. These chroniclers of development have helped form our current views, and it is no
surprise that many among them have been at the forefront of new movements in the history of
ideas. This notable collection summarizes the work of these key historians of economics and
attempts to quantify their impact. Some of the writers covered, such as Friedrich Hayek and
Joan Robinson, are already assured of their place among the greatest economists of the
twentieth century, but the collection also stresses the influence of those still active in shaping
our perceptions - including Mark Blaug, Samuel Hollander and Donald Winch. Written by an
impressive roster of contributors, many of whom are themselves well-known in the history of
economic thought, this key book features writings from John Creedy, Roger Blackhouse and
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Neil De Marchi, as well as the editors of the collection as a whole, Warren J. Samuels and
Steven Medema.
In the constantly changing field of health care, HEALTH ECONOMICS, Fifth Edition, delivers
coverage that is current, comprehensive, and complete--equipping your students with a solid
understanding of the costs and benefits associated with various health care choices.
Thoroughly revised, the new Fifth Edition addresses the many changes in both the public and
private sectors as it equips students with a very practical knowledge of today's health care
systems. The authors bring a fresh, contemporary approach to the content, introducing real-
world applications that make economic theory very approachable. With a lively and inviting
writing style, the text presents topics in an easy-to-understand format. Its use of only the core
foundations of economic theory makes it ideal for majors and non-majors alike. In addition,
tools like InfoTrac and Economic Applications maximize student learning and course success!
InfoTrac College Edition's online university library offers easy access to more than 5,000
academic and popular magazines, newspapers, and journals, while Economic Applications
delivers online access to powerful study guides and review materials. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Steve Slavin's lively and comprehensive Macroeconomics student-friendly, step-by-step
approach, coupled with its low price and built-in Workbook/Study Guide is very attractive to
adopters. Instructors and students like the author's humorous anecdotes, direct language, and
easy conversational style. The text encourages active rather than passive reading.
A textbook that approaches modern macroeconomics through its microeconomic foundations,
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with an emphasis on financial market connections and policy applications. The modern study
and analysis of macroeconomics begins by considering how microeconomic units—consumers
and firms—make decisions, and then investigates how these choices interact to yield economy-
wide outcomes. This innovative textbook takes this “modern” approach, teaching
macroeconomics through its microeconomic foundations. It does so by adopting the
representative agent paradigm. By modeling the representative consumer and the
representative firm, students will learn to describe macroeconomic outcomes and consider the
effects of macroeconomic policies. Unique in its coverage of monopolistic competition, financial
markets, and the interaction of fiscal and monetary policy, Modern Macroeconomics is suitable
for use in intermediate undergraduate, advanced undergraduate, and graduate level courses.
The book first introduces the building blocks of macroeconomics, the heart of which is the
representative consumer. It goes on to offer a brief history of macroeconomic thought,
including supply-side economics, the Phillips curve, and the New Keynesian framework. It then
covers two policy applications, monetary policy and the interaction of monetary and fiscal
policy; optimal policy analysis for both the flexible price and the rigid price case; long-run
steady states, treating the Solow growth framework and the neoclassical growth model; a
search-and-matching framework for the analysis of unemployment; and the application of the
tools of modern macroeconomics to “open economy,” or international macroeconomics. End-
of-chapter problem sets enable students to apply the concepts they have learned. A separate
Solutions Manual will be available for students to purchase. Teaching materials, including
complete solutions and slides, will be available to qualified instructors.
Policy makers often call for increased spending on infrastructure, which can encompass a
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broad range of investments, from roads and bridges to digital networks that will expand access
to high-speed broadband. Some point to the near-term macroeconomic benefits, such as job
creation, associated with infrastructure spending; others point to the long-term effects of such
spending on productivity and economic growth. Economic Analysis and Infrastructure
Investment explores the links between infrastructure investment and economic outcomes,
analyzing key economic issues in the funding and management of infrastructure projects. It
includes new research on the short-run stimulus effects of infrastructure spending, develops
new estimates of the stock of US infrastructure capital, and explores incentive aspects of
public-private partnerships with particular attention to their allocation of risk. The volume
provides a reference for researchers seeking to study infrastructure issues and for
policymakers tasked with determining the appropriate level and allocation of infrastructure
spending.
A New York Times Bestseller The leading thinker and most visible public advocate of modern
monetary theory -- the freshest and most important idea about economics in decades --
delivers a radically different, bold, new understanding for how to build a just and prosperous
society. Stephanie Kelton's brilliant exploration of modern monetary theory (MMT) dramatically
changes our understanding of how we can best deal with crucial issues ranging from poverty
and inequality to creating jobs, expanding health care coverage, climate change, and building
resilient infrastructure. Any ambitious proposal, however, inevitably runs into the buzz saw of
how to find the money to pay for it, rooted in myths about deficits that are hobbling us as a
country. Kelton busts through the myths that prevent us from taking action: that the federal
government should budget like a household, that deficits will harm the next generation, crowd
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out private investment, and undermine long-term growth, and that entitlements are propelling
us toward a grave fiscal crisis. MMT, as Kelton shows, shifts the terrain from narrow budgetary
questions to one of broader economic and social benefits. With its important new ways of
understanding money, taxes, and the critical role of deficit spending, MMT redefines how to
responsibly use our resources so that we can maximize our potential as a society. MMT gives
us the power to imagine a new politics and a new economy and move from a narrative of
scarcity to one of opportunity.
What is the score card for economics at the start of the new millennium? While there are many
different schools of economic thought, it is the neo-classical school, with its alleged
understanding and simplistic advocacy of the market, that has become equated in the public
mind with economics. This book shows that virtually every aspect of conventional neo-classical
economics' thinking is intellectually unsound. Steve Keen draws on an impressive array of
advanced critical thinking. He constitutes a profound critique of the principle concepts,
theories, and methodologies of the mainstream discipline. Keen raises grave doubts about
economics' pretensions to established scientific status and its reliability as a guide to
understanding the real world of economic life and its policy-making.
Robert Barro's Macroeconomics has become the classic textbook presentation of
the equilibrium approach to macroeconomics. In its first four editions, this book
has shown undergraduates how market-clearing models with strong
microeconomic foundations can be used to understand real-world phenomena
and to evaluate alternative macroeconomic policies. Moreover, a single, unified
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framework works as well for short-term business fluctuation as for long-term
economic growth. This latest edition includes the most recent theoretical and
empirical developments in economic growth, recent evidence on the
macroeconomics of labor markets and public finance, and up-to-date results on
the interplay between nominal and real variables.
Freakonomics lived on the New York Times bestseller list for an astonishing two
years. Now authors Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner return with more
iconoclastic insights and observations in SuperFreakonomics—the long awaited
follow-up to their New York Times Notable blockbuster. Based on revolutionary
research and original studies SuperFreakonomics promises to once again
challenge our view of the way the world really works.
Developed in the classroom by two of the most prominent researchers in the
field, Feenstra and Taylor’s International Economics is a modern textbook for a
modern audience, connecting theory to empirical evidence and expanding
beyond the traditional focus on advanced companies to cover emerging markets
and developing economies. International Macroeconomics is a split volume from
the text, covering: • The gains from financial globalization (Chapter 6) • Fixed
versus floating regimes (Chapter 8) • Exchange-rate crises (Chapter 9 • The
Euro (Chapter 10) As well as core topics: • Foreign exchange markets and
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exchange rates in the short run and the long run (Chapters 2–4) • The national
and international accounts (Chapter 5) • The open economy IS-LM model
(Chapter 7) • Applied topics of current interest (Chapter 11)
The number one textbook for intermediate macroeconomics courses since its first
edition, this title is known for conveying the cutting edge in macroeconomics
theory, research, and policy to the classroom, explaining complex concepts with
exceptional clarity. This new edition is no exception, with Greg Mankiw
streamlining his hallmark approach and adding powerful new digital learning
options while improving the book's already exemplary focus on teaching students
to apply the analytical tools of macroeconomics to current events and policies.
This comprehensive text is the ideal accompaniment to undergraduate courses in
Macroeconomics.
Macroeconomics is the first text to truly reflect today 's macroeconomy. In this
teachable, coherent book, the author makes complex topics easily
understandable for undergraduates and combines innovative treatment of both
the short run and the long run with a strong emphasis on problem solving.
Developed in the classroom by two of the most prominent researchers in the
field, Feenstra and Taylor's International Economics uses engaging applications
to provide a modern view of the global economy for a modern audience. Most
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international economics textbooks emphasize theory and the economies of
advanced countries. Feenstra and Taylor combine theoretical coverage with
empirical evidence throughout, while reflecting the realities of the global economy
by covering emerging markets and developing countries (India, China, Southeast
Asia). The new edition has been thoroughly updated to include new data and
Applications, as well as many new Headlines to reflect the rapid changes in
international economics during the last three years. The 4th Edition includes the
latest on opening relations with Cuba, immigration and Europe's refugee crisis,
the effect of NAFTA on wages and employment, job polarization, quicksourcing,
China's problems, and the debate in Britain about leaving the European Union. A
modern textbook requires a modern and integrated homework system.
LaunchPad offers our acclaimed content organized for easy assignability by
instructors and enhanced learning for students.
What do modern academic economists do? What currently is mainstream
economics? What is neoclassical economics? And how about heterodox
economics? How do the central concerns of modern economists, whatever their
associations or allegiances, relate to those traditionally taken up in the discipline?
And how did economics arrive at its current state? These and various cognate
questions and concerns are systematically pursued in this new book by Tony
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Lawson. The result is a collection of previously published and new papers
distinguished in providing the only comprehensive and coherent account of these
issues currently available. The financial crisis has not only revealed weaknesses
of the capitalist economy but also highlighted just how limited and impoverished
is modern academic economics. Despite the failings of the latter being more
widely acknowledged now than ever, there is still an enormous amount of
confusion about their source and true nature. In this collection, Tony Lawson also
identifies the causes of the discipline’s failings and outlines a transformative
solution to its deficiencies. Amongst other things, Lawson advocates for the
adoption of a more historical and philosophical orientation to the study of
economics, one that deemphasizes the current focus on mathematical modelling
while maintaining a high level of analytical rigour. In so doing Lawson argues for
a return to long term systematic and sustained projects, in the manner pursued
by the likes of Marx, Veblen, Hayek and Keynes, concerned first and foremost
with advancing our understanding of social reality. Overall, this forceful and
persuasive collection represents a major intervention in the on-going debates
about the nature, state and future direction of economics.
The Elgar Companion to Hayekian Economics provides an in-depth treatment of
Friedrich August von Hayekês economic thought from his technical economics of
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the 1920s and 1930s to his broader views on the spontaneous order of a free
society. Taken togethe
This book brings these theories together under one methodological roof, where
the choices made by economic agents depend on their varying perceptions of the
economic constraints they face, combining new classical principles, under which
the economy operates at full employment, with theories that allow for extended
periods of underemployment brought about by mixed signals from workers and
employers. The task of macroeconomics is to provide the tools for understanding
the performance of the aggregate economy, as measured by production,
employment, inflation, and other economic indicators. Most books on this topic
compare different theories of macroeconomic performance, under alternative
assumptions about how individual consumers, workers and investors adjust to
the economic environment in which they find themselves. This book brings these
theories together under one methodological roof, where the choices made by
economic agents depend on their varying perceptions of the economic
constraints they face, combining new classical principles, under which the
economy operates at full employment, with theories that allow for extended
periods of underemployment brought about by mixed signals from workers and
employers. The book takes up modern monetary theory and its bearing on the
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massive deficits run up the federal government over the ongoing ‘corona
contraction’ and the earlier ‘great contraction’. The author also reviews the
policy interventions undertaken by the federal government during these
contractions, with a view toward assessing their effectiveness.
This reference accords recognition to the recent revolution in macroeconomics
wrought by imperfect competition. Grossman and Rogoff (Princeton U.) present
chapters by two dozen contributors on two prime areas of research interest:
international trade theory and policy (e.g. strategic trade patterns and policies,
the relationship between trade and technological progress), and open economy
macroeconomics and international finance (covering such topics as exchange
rates, foreign lending, and policy coordination). The volume commences with
Krugman's overview of the positive theory of international trade, and concludes
with analyses of sovereign debt. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR.
In the present text the author deals with both conventional and new approaches
to trade theory and policy, treating all important research topics in international
economics and clarifying their mathematical intricacies. The textbook is intended
for undergraduates, graduates and researchers alike. It addresses
undergraduate students with extremely clear language and illustrations, making
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even the most complex trade models accessible. In the appendices, graduate
students and researchers will find self-contained treatments in mathematical
terms. The new edition has been thoroughly revised and updated to reflect the
latest research on international trade.
Cecchetti & Schoenholtz's Money, Banking, and Financial Markets stays relevant
and interesting through the text's unique emphasis on the Five Core Principles,
the early introduction of risk, an integrated global perspective, and the integration
of FRED data in the text and problem material. By focusing on the big picture via
core principles, Cecchetti & Schoenholtz teaches students the rationale for
financial rules and institutional structure so that even when the financial system
evolves, students' knowledge will not be out of date. Be sure to visit the author
blog at www.moneyandbanking.com for short, informed discussions on issues in
the news, as well as technical points relevant for instructors and students alike.
Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by
continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and
how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
This second edition provides a rigorous yet accessible graduate-level introduction
to financial economics. Since students often find the link between financial
economics and equilibrium theory hard to grasp, less attention is given to purely
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financial topics, such as valuation of derivatives, and more emphasis is placed on
making the connection with equilibrium theory explicit and clear. This book also
provides a detailed study of two-date models because almost all of the key ideas
in financial economics can be developed in the two-date setting. Substantial
discussions and examples are included to make the ideas readily
understandable. Several chapters in this new edition have been reordered and
revised to deal with portfolio restrictions sequentially and more clearly, and an
extended discussion on portfolio choice and optimal allocation of risk is available.
The most important additions are new chapters on infinite-time security markets,
exploring, among other topics, the possibility of price bubbles.
Economics 4th edition is a concise introduction to the core principles of
economics, aimed at students taking their first, and probably only, one semester
course in Economics. These students may be taking a business related degree,
or may be from other degree schemes in the university taking a service course in
Introductory Economics. There is a balanced split between the micro and macro
economics section and the use of case studies and numerous examples makes
this a lively little book for the reader. The real difference that this book offers the
student is the amount and variety of questioning material that will really test their
understanding.
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Principles of Macroeconomics 2e (2nd edition) covers the scope and sequence of
most introductory economics courses. The text includes many current examples,
which are handled in a politically equitable way. The outcome is a balanced
approach to the theory and application of economics concepts. The second
edition has been thoroughly revised to increase clarity, update data and current
event impacts, and incorporate the feedback from many reviewers and adopters.
This is the eleventh volume in a series of annuals from the National Bureau of
Economic Research that are designed to present, extend, and apply frontier work
in macroeconomics, and to encourage and stimulate work by macroeconomists
on current policy issues. These contributions offer a good sample of the current
issues and exciting research directions in macroeconomics. Contents Credit,
Business Investment, and Output Fluctuations in Japan, Nobuhiro Kiyotaki and
Kenneth D. West * Causes and Consequences of Imperfections in the Consumer
Price Index, Matthew D. Shapiro and David Wilcox * A Scorecard for Indexed
Government Debt, John Y. Campbell and Robert J. Shiller * Technology
Improvements and Productivity Slowdowns: Another Crazy Explanation, Andreas
Hornstein and Per Krusell * Are Currency Crises Self-Fulfilling?, Paul Krugman *
Inequity and Growth, Roland Benabou
This book on game theory introduces and develops the key concepts with a
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minimum of mathematics. Students are presented with empirical evidence,
anecdotes and strategic situations to help them apply theory and gain a genuine
insight into human behaviour. The book provides a diverse collection of examples
and scenarios from history, literature, sports, crime, theology, war, biology, and
everyday life. These examples come with rich context that adds real-world meat
to the skeleton of theory. Each chapter begins with a specific strategic situation
and is followed with a systematic treatment that gradually builds understanding of
the concept.
Acclaim for the first edition: ÔThis easy-to-read collection . . . tells the whole
story. Filled with short, well-written pieces, the encyclopedia covers the names
and ideas that preceded Keynes, that carried his work to the center of the
profession, and that eventually supplanted him there . . . There are excellent and
unexpected articles on the Austrian school, the Lausanne school, and the
Ricardo effect. There are well-done pieces on all the basic theoretical models at
the heart of Keynesianism . . . [the] volume has been well put together. The
editors deserve special praise for letting each contributor tell his own story.
Those who oppose KeynesÕs ideas are just as well represented as those who
carry the torch for him. This evenhandedness helps to ensure a volume that is
truly representative and that will allow its users to get a full picture of the life and
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times of Keynesian economics.Õ Ð Bradley W. Bateman, Grinnell College, US
ÔThe book will also be of some interest to serious scholars, partly because it
includes biographies of many economists too young to have been included in the
New Palgrave, such as Dornbusch, Fisher, Herschel Grossman, Kregel, Lucas,
and Robert Townsend. It also includes some very interesting longer essays.Õ Ð
Peter Howitt, The Economic Journal ÔThis book provides an excellent summary
of the many strands of ÔKeynesianÕ- style thought both before and after 1936.
Its well-considered entries take care to make explicit the assumptions and
fundamental points of difference between theories too often concealed by the
parents and advocates of specific theories in their zeal to promote the
universality of the ideas. There is scarcely an entry that suffers from wordiness
and repetition; the readerÕs scarce time is not abused.Õ Ð Elizabeth Webster,
Economic Record ÔThis reviewer found using this source exhilarating and
endowed with additional interest in view of the 1997 discussion on the inclusion
or noninclusion of Keynesian economics in introductory economics textbooks.
The editors should be applauded for helping to preserve a part of intellectual
heritage.Õ Ð Bogdan Mieczkowski, American Reference Books ÔIt is the best
single reference source on Keynesian economics and will be welcomed by
students and teachers in economics as well as scholars in related social sciences
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and government policy makers.Õ Ð Educational Book Review This thoroughly
revised and updated second edition of a highly acclaimed and authoritative
reference work introduces the major concepts in the field of Keynesian
economics. The comprehensive Encyclopedia features accessible, informative
and provocative contributions by leading international scholars working in the
tradition of Keynes. It brings together widely dispersed yet theoretically congruent
ideas, presents concise biographies of economists who have contributed to the
debate on Keynes and the Keynesian Revolution, and outlines the basic
principles, models and tools used to discuss the economic consequences of The
General Theory. Longer entries on specific topics associated with Keynes and
the Keynesian Revolution analyse the principal factors that contributed to The
General Theory, the economics of Keynes and the rise and apparent decline of
Keynesian economics in greater detail. The second edition will ensure that An
Encyclopedia of Keynesian Economics will remain the best single reference
source on Keynesian economics and will continue to be welcomed by academics,
students and teachers of economics as well as by scholars in related social
sciences and government policymakers.
What circumstances or behaviors turn poverty into a cycle that perpetuates
across generations? The answer to this question carries especially important
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implications for the design and evaluation of policies and projects intended to
reduce poverty. Yet a major challenge analysts and policymakers face in
understanding poverty traps is the sheer number of mechanisms—not just
financial, but also environmental, physical, and psychological—that may contribute
to the persistence of poverty all over the world. The research in this volume
explores the hypothesis that poverty is self-reinforcing because the equilibrium
behaviors of the poor perpetuate low standards of living. Contributions explore
the dynamic, complex processes by which households accumulate assets and
increase their productivity and earnings potential, as well as the conditions under
which some individuals, groups, and economies struggle to escape poverty.
Investigating the full range of phenomena that combine to generate poverty
traps—gleaned from behavioral, health, and resource economics as well as the
sociology, psychology, and environmental literatures—chapters in this volume also
present new evidence that highlights both the insights and the limits of a poverty
trap lens. The framework introduced in this volume provides a robust platform for
studying well-being dynamics in developing economies.
Principles of Economics covers the scope and sequence for a two-semester
principles of economics course. The text has been developed to meet the scope
and sequence of most introductory courses.
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